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There’s never enough time, where does it go?  We’ve spent more design time, more miles ridden, more hours on 
Skype bridging the Atlantic and more R&D meetings with athletes all to bring you Royal’s Series -12.  We’ve shed 

blood, sweat and tears but we’re stoked with the outcome.
 

As always, we’ve hooked up with some of the finest riders in the world, from the phenomenal results of the Trek 
World Racing team, to Mr. Enduro, Mark Weir and one of Canada’s most exciting Big 

Mountain riders, Garett Buehler.  These guys communicate directly with our design team to keep us on the 
cutting edge of MTB apparel development.

 
2012 is a significant year for Royal – we’ve introduce four key new additional technical-series to our programme:

The Canopy Series – technical jackets to keep the elements at bay in all weather.
The MW 365 Series, slim fitting Enduro/MTB marathon apparel – super light  - super fast!

The new Membrane Series of Lycra and base layer apparel.
A comprehensive offer of technical Big Mountain jerseys, shorts and shirts. 

 
Like we said, we’ve been busy!   We’ve also put some serious time in on our an all new bespoke Sportswear Se-

ries (launched later this year), giving you the edge both on and off the bike.

We’d like to thank all the ‘Royal Family’...pro riders, the press, staff, stores, distributors, friends, family and most 
importantly our loyal customer base. It’s been one hell of a ride but in truth, it’s just began.



 

thumb nail range guide
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alpine soft shell matrix jacket hexlite  jacket cutter shirt

tie dye-ride- jersey

turbulence  jersey java shot  jersey java trail  jersey MW365  jersey race  jersey

block it ride jersey
blasted check ride 
jersey zig-zag ride jersey epic Xc jersey

drift jersey



 

thumb nail range guide
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SP247 jersey SP247 pant race pant SP247 short race short

turbulence short

Membrane 3/4 bib membrane Short bib membrane Short membrane jersey membrane arms+ 
leg

matrix short drift short MW365 short hexlite short
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Jackets 2012//
The weather is a fickle adversary.  It promises sunshine and delivers rain when you’re 
at the furthest point from the trail-head.  However, the weather can be beaten with the 
right kit.

Our range of Jackets has been developed specifically for mountain bikers, with 
features and details to make sure they protect but don’t restrict.
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Jackets



 

alpine soft shell
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alpine soft shell
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alpine soft shell
Four-season riding designed to protect but not restrict. 
- 5000DPI/ 5000MVP grid back fleece fabric
- Waterproof zips 
- Heat transfer graphics 
- Waist tension accessed through fleece lined hand pockets
- Helmet compatible hood with vertical and horizontal adjustment for off bike use
- Micro fleece cuffs with TPR hook and loop cuff adjusters
- One outer chest pocket, one inner chest pocket with ‘i-port’ routing, and two hand pockets
- 2 mesh backed side vents placed away from pack straps

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
BLACK/PHANTOM BLACK 4001-05 510 520 530 540 545 550



 

matrix jacket
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matrix jacket
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matrix jacket
A lighter jacket to protect when the weather turns against you
- 10000DPI/ 10000MVP Breathable waterproof polyester fabric
- TPR moulded hook and loop cuff adjusters
- Waterproof zips and 3 secure zipped vented mesh pockets
- Moisture wicking lining
- Toggle adjustable hood and waist
- ‘i-port’ and inner cable routing

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
BLACK 4003-05 510 520 530 540 545 550



 

hexlite jacket
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hexlite jacket
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hexlite  jacket
A super-light pack down jacket to carry for when (not if) the weather turns bad
- Canopy SP fabric
- TPR moulded hook and loop cuff adjusters
- Waterproof zips and toggle adjustable neck and waist
- ‘i-port’ and inner cable routing
- Top back mesh vent and secure zipped vented mesh chest pocket

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
BLACK 4004-05 510 520 530 540 545 550



 

Cutter Shirt
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Cutter Shirt

Cutter Shirt
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Casual cut but with technical design for performance on and off the bike
- Canopy 5/5 Soft Shell fabric
- Custom Royal branded buttons and draw cord aglets 
- Embroidered Royal logo’s
- All over sublimated plaid print

Black/Danube Blue

Black/Blaze Yellow

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
BLACK/BLAZE YELLOW 4002-01 510 520 530 540 545 550
BLACK/DANUBE BLUE 4002-03 510 520 530 540 545 550
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Big Mountain 2012//

The riders who take to the mountains hitting the big 
booters, drops and steep fast alpine lines need 
performance gear. Hard wearing, loose cut and 
functional but not race inspired. This is what our Big 
Mountain series is all about. 

Developed in conjunction with some of the best riders 
in the world, like Canada’s Garett Buehler, this series is,     
designed and developed to be used and abused in big 
mountain terrain and bike parks around the world. 
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Big Mountain



 

turbulence jersey
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turbulence jersey

turbulence jersey
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Long sleeve jerseys for mountain slope-style and park riders
- Four way stretch ‘Luminar performance’ main body fabric
- Square two way stretch mesh sleeves
- Heat transfers graphics
- Lycra collar with TPR Royal crown direct inject logo on neck

Danube Blue/Ash

Black/Molten Lava Red

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
DANUBE BLUE/ASH 0011-03 510 520 530 540 545 550
BLACK/MOLTEN LAVA RED 0011-05 510 520 530 540 545 550
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Inside the mind of a freerider

When I was a child, learning to ride a bike was the first true feeling of freedom I had. I could go places 
on my own all of a sudden and I didn't need to take a car if it was too far to walk.  I grew up in a small 
town surrounded by big mountains. Suddenly I could explore these mountains and the different trails 
which lay upon them. 

This was what made bikes so cool to me. The freedom to explore and travel.  I used it in a practical 
manner for a while, but it soon turned from a tool to a toy. Having such a versatile machine naturally 
got me completely hooked… I just remember riding to school every day, and that ride to school was 
always the best part of every day. 

The more and more I road to school, the more it became about the ride there, rather than actually 
arriving.  Always searching for new stair gaps or jumps to build. 

Nowadays, biking is more than just a device for transport or a toy to just play with. It’s my job. It feeds 
me, clothes me, makes me. It’s my life and a lifestyle I like to share with many. Although it’s all this, it’s 
still remains the same.  I ride to explore, to travel and see the world, to get away, be outside and be in 
the hills, searching for that dream line or the next perfect feature to ride.
 
Traveling and exploring are an adventure that will give you the feeling of freedom; jumping and going 
fast is just the fun part.  To me, this is what it’s all about. 

Garret Buehler 2012//
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Garret Buehler
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drift  jersey
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drift  jersey

drift  jersey
An all-mountain long sleeve jersey, the staple of everyone’s riding kit
- Royal General Issue quick dry polyester 
- Asymmetrical design
- Screen printed graphics front and rear
- TPR direct inject detailing on collar and Royal woven flag label

Molten Lava Red/Ash

Ash/Black

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
MOLTEN LAVA RED/ASH 0012-02 510 520 530 540 545 550
ASH/BLACK 0012-08 510 520 530 540 545 550
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turbulence short
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turbulence short

turbulence short
Tough riding shorts for big mountain riders
- Four Way Bioflex Plus/Canopy DWR stretch fabric
- Internal waterproof back panel 
- Rear neoprene yolk 
-TPR waist adjusters
- Wicking internal mesh liner
- Waterproof audio pocket with ‘I port’ cable routing
- Two hand pockets, two reverse hand pockets, one audio pocket, two upper thigh pockets all featuring 
reverse taped zips
- Removable key and pass lanyard fixed in to pocket with clip

Molten Lava Red/ Black

Black/Ash

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
MOLTEN LAVA RED/BLACK 2009-02 510 520 530 540 545
BLACK/ASH 2009-08 510 520 530 540 545 550
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drift short
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drift short

drift short
Shorts that perform well and are designed to co-ordinate with any other Royal jersey, mix and 
match riding gear
- Sonic perforated 600D Cordura fabric for full ventilation
- Double snap waist closures with TPR waist adjusters
- Wicking internal mesh liner
- Waterproof internal back panel and right hand pocket with ‘I port’ cable routing
- Two hand pockets, one reverse hand pocket and one thigh pocket all featuring reverse tape zips

Black/Molten Lava Red
Black/Blaze Yellow

Black/Ash

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
BLACK/BLAZE YELLOW 2008-01 510 520 530 540 545
BLACK/MOLTEN LAVA RED 2008-02 510 520 530 540 545
BLACK/ASH 2008-08 510 520 530 540 545 550
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Al l  Mountain 2012//

For riders who’s cocktail of choice is very much an endorphin and 
adrenaline mix, riding all day, climbing hard and descending fast.  
These riders require lightweight, technical kit to work with them not 
against them.

Royal’s All Mountain Series has been developed using cutting edge 
fabrics to ensure a rider in the saddle for hours and miles off-road is 
kept warm, but not overheated, dry but not chaffed and comfortable..  
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Al l  Mountain
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MW365 bamboo jersey
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MW365 bamboo jersey

mw365 bamboo jersey
Lightweight, slim fit performance for riding all-mountain, all day, everyday
- Royal Kinetic Bamboo/Polyester mix fabric with flat lock stitching
- Three classic back pockets including zipped secure stash pocket
- Double bar tacked at all key stress points

Danube Blue

Molten Lava Red

Cloudburst

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
MOLTEN LAVA RED 0018-02 510 520 530 540 545 550
DANUBE BLUE 0018-03 510 520 530 540 545 550
CLOUDBURST 0018-08 510 520 530 540 545 550
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MW365 short
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MW365 short

MW365 short
Lightweight, slim fit performance for riding all-mountain, all day, everyday
- Four Way Stretch Bioflex Featherweight fabric
- Internal waist adjustment system with padded back waistband
- Secure zipped stash pocket
- Double bar tack stress points
- Custom hollow pop snap and hook waist closure

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
BLACK 2010-05 510 520 530 540 545 550



 

Mark Weir
33



 

“Chasing bad guys again,” that’s what my mom always said when I 
was a kid growing up. I never knew why I was riding so hard or long 
those days but now that I’m older I feel I have earned a good grasp 
why. My bike has been a part of my life in one aspect or another my 
whole life. Every experience that my bike has given me has some-
way changed my life forever. From my first kiss at the bike racks 
in grade school, till now married with a 2-year-old son.  The bike 
seems to be the human filter. Weeding out the people that can’t 
handle the bike life style. Leaving just the few that understand what 
it brings and how it enriches everyday life to truly be in love with the 
ride. Selfish to want to ride everyday to be who I am, impossible to 
be this person I have become without it. 

Mark Weir 2012//

34
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ride jersey

ride jersey block it
Based on the fit and feel of an everyday tee shirt, but made with performance ride and race 
materials
- 215g/sqm ‘Royal GI’ bespoke polyester fabric
- Moisture wicking 
- Quick drying
- Heat transfer inner neck no scratch label
- Rear neck seam taped for comfort
- Woven flag label and TPR direct inject neck logo

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
BLACK 0015-05 510 520 530 540 545 550
ASH 0015-08 510 520 530 540 545 550

Ash
Black
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ride jersey

ride jersey zig zag
Based on the fit and feel of an everyday tee shirt, but made with performance ride and race 
materials
- 215g/sqm ‘Royal GI’ bespoke polyester fabric
- Moisture wicking 
- Quick drying
- Heat transfer inner neck no scratch label
- Rear neck seam taped for comfort

Ash/ Black/ Blaze Yellow

Black/White

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
ASH/BLACK/BLAZE YELLOW 0016-08 510 520 530 540 545 550
BLACK/WHITE 0016-05 510 520 530 540 545 550
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ride jersey

ride jersey tie dye
Based on the fit and feel of an everyday tee shirt, but made with performance ride and race 
materials.
- 215g/sqm ‘Royal GI’ bespoke polyester fabric
- Moisture wicking 
- Quick drying
- Heat transfer inner neck no scratch label
- Rear neck seam taped for comfort

Danube Blue
Black

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
DANUBE BLUE 0013-03 510 520 530 540 545 550
BLACK 0013-05 510 520 530 540 545 550
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ride jersey

ride jersey blasted cheque
Based on the fit and feel of an everyday tee shirt, but made with performance ride and race 
materials
- 215g/sqm ‘Royal GI’ bespoke polyester fabric
- Moisture wicking 
- Quick drying
- Heat transfer inner neck no scratch label
- Rear neck seam taped for comfort
- Woven flag label and TPR direct inject neck logo

Ash/Danube BlueBlack/Blaze Yellow

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
BLACK/BLAZE YELLOW 0014-01 510 520 530 540 545 550
ASH/DANUBE BLUE 0014-03 510 520 530 540 545 550
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Trail 2012//

Trail centre junkies and weekend warriors require 
performance apparell that works well and looks good.

Royal's Trail Series stands out because of its performance.  
Developed for people who take their riding seriously and 
know exactly what their equipment needs to do to ensure 
their precious time on the trails is enjoyable in all conditions.
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Trail
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java trail jersey s/s
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java trail jersey s/s

java trail jersey s/s
A more relaxed fit utilizing S-Café fabric for superior moisture management and reduced 
odour
- S-Café recycled coffee granules / polyester fabric
- ¼ length neck zip 
- Rear zipped pocket
- Under arm venting
- Rear neck seam taped for comfort
- Optic Wipe

Danube Blue

Ash
Black

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
DANUBE BLUE 0021-03 510 520 530 540 545 550
BLACK 0021-05 510 520 530 540 545 550
ASH 0021-08 510 520 530 540 545 550
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java trail jersey l/s
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java shot jersey l/s

java shot jersey l/s
A more relaxed fit utilizing S-Café fabric for superior moisture management and reduced odour
- S-Café recycled coffee granules / polyester fabric
- ¼ length neck zip
- Taped for comfort rear neck seam
- Optic Wipe

Molten Lava Red

Danube Blue

Graphite

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
MOLTEN LAVA RED 0020-02 510 520 530 540 545 550
DANUBE BLUE 0020-03 510 520 530 540 545 550
GRAPHITE 0020-05 510 520 530 540 545 550
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epic XC jersey
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epic XC jersey

epic XC jersey
Relaxed trail shape, comfortable and light, race or just ride ready
- Royal ‘Grid Flow’ fabric
- ¼ length neck zip with rear zipped pocket
- Under arm and top of back venting
- Taped rear neck seam
- Sublimated graphics
- Optic Wipe

Molten Lava Red/White
Danube Blue/White

Ash/White

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
MOLTEN LAVA RED/WHITE 0019-02 510 520 530 540 545 550
DANUBE BLUE/WHITE 0019-03 510 520 530 540 545 550
ASH/WHITE 0019-08 510 520 530 540 545 550
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If you build it…
Trail building in its rawest form is a beautiful thing, just you and a shovel working with what 
nature has provided.  You can craft and sculpt the land into a trail that you will learn to 
love through the hours of sweat, graft and riding time you put into it.

Yes, there’s a certain romance that surrounds the job of trail building, it’s easy to peer 
into the world through those rose tinted glasses and dream about the days playing in 
the sunshine crafting trails. Those days do happen, but they are precious and too rare.  
There are plenty of ups and downs with this job, just like any other.  There is a reason for 
everything, like railing the perfect berm, you have to balance the highs and lows.  Nothing 
beats looking at a blank canvass and letting your imagination run wild as you plan the trail, 
but delivering that same trail; fighting bureaucracy, the weather and others’ apathy will 
often take you to the brink of despair.
 
Trail building is a hobby for some, a job for others but a necessity for all riders.  Grab a 
shovel and lend a hand whenever you can!

Rowan Sorrel l 2012//
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Rowan Sorrel l
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esquire short
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esquire short

esquire short
Market leading all-mountain short with high performance detachable short liner and 
perforated liner pad 
- Four-way Bio-Flex fabric
- Water repellent
- Moisture wicking 
- Spandex lower back expander panel
- Dual hook and loop waist adjusters with additional belt loops
- Non rattle snap lock zips 
- Two open hand pockets
- Secure zipped stash pocket
- Bar tacked stress points
- Detachable Pro-Chamois inner short

Steel

Graphite

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
GRAPHITE 2002-08 510 520 530 540 545 550
STEEL 2002-14 510 520 530 540 545
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matrix short
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matrix short

matrix short
All-mountain short that outperforms all its competitors
- Sublimated micro fibre polyester Twill fabric
- Spandex lower back and crotch expander panels
- Dual hook and loop waist adjusters with additional belt loops
- Non rattle snap lock zips
- Two open hand pockets 
- Secure zipped stash pocket
- Heat transfer logos
- Bar tacked stress points
- Detachable GI-Chamois inner short

Danube Blue

Black/Grey

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
DANUBE BLUE /PHANTOM BLACK 2003-03 510 520 530 540 545
BLACK/GREY 2003-05 510 520 530 540 545 550
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hexlite short
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hexlite short

hexlite short
Royal’s entry level short packed full of features
- Royal Elemental polyester fabric
- Spandex lower back and crotch expander panels
- Two open hand pockets, one zip pocket, one hook and loop pocket
- Heat transfer logos
- Bar tacked stress points
- Detachable GI-Chamois inner short

Molten Lava Red

Ash
Black

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
MOLTEN LAVA RED 2007-02 510 520 530 540 545
BLACK 2007-05 510 520 530 540 545 550
ASH 2007-08 510 520 530 540 545
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Ultimate performance is delivered by design, no compromise 
fabrics and understanding what is required.  Royal’s Membrane 
Series is a base layer system for riders who rise in all conditions, 
cooling or warming, delivering heat when necessary and 
wicking sweat and moisture away.

Developed to be worn in conjunction with Royal’s outer-wear, a 
performance base layer is often the difference between a happy 
comfortable rider and a miserable uncomfortable experience.

Membrane Series 2012//
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membrane 3/4 bib

membrane 3/4 bib
Full featured top performing base ¾ bib short with new Pro Chamois
- Membrane Minus Advanced fabric
- Shot Cube pocket
- Silicone gripper elastic around inside hem
- Two way stretch square tech mesh on the back panel allows stretch vertically  but holds shape                         
horizontal to improve fit
- Ergo cut wrapped paneling and high cut waist
- Silicone rear grippers to prevent slipping, our Trail shorts also feature silicone rear label print inside 
waistband to work in conjunction with the Base Membrane Series

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL
BLACK 5003-05 510 520 530 540 545
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membrane bib short

membrane bib short
Full featured top performing base bib short with new Pro Chamois
- Membrane Series fabric 
- Subtle heat transfer logos
- Shot Cube pocket
- Silicone gripper elastic around inside hem
- Two way stretch square tech mesh on the back panel allowing vertical stretch whilst holding its shape 
horizontally to improve fit
- Ergo cut wrapped paneling and high cut waist 
- Silicone rear prints to prevent slipping, our Trail shorts also feature silicone rear label print inside 
waistband to work in conjunction with the Base Membrane Series

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL
BLACK 5002-05 510 520 530 540 545
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membrane short

membrane short
Compression fit with our new Pro Chamois
- Membrane Series fabric 
- Subtle heat transfer logos
- Shot Cube pocket
- Silicone gripper elastic around inside hem

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL
BLACK 5001-05 510 520 530 540 545
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memBrane Base jersey

membrane base jersey
Performance base layer for all riders
- Repreve Fabric 
- Antibacterial properties
- Subtle heat transfer logos
- Slim fit style with wrap around paneling

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL
BLACK 5000-05 510 520 530 540 545
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membrane knee & arm warmers

membrane base layer knee

membrane base layer arms

Essential thermal protection for winter and after dark 
riding
- Membrane Minus Advanced fabric 
- Subtle heat transfer logos
- Silicone gripper elastic around both top and bottom inside 
hems

Essential thermal protection for winter and after dark 
riding
- Membrane Minus Advanced fabric
- Subtle heat transfer logos
- Silicone gripper elastic around both top and bottom inside    
hems

COLOURS CODES: XS/S M/L XL/XXL
BLACK 5004-05 520 540 550

COLOURS CODES: XS/S M/L XL/XXL
BLACK 5005-05 520 540 550
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Ten years is a long time in a sport that decides its winners 
and losers in tenths and hundredths of seconds.  Since 2001 
downhill riders have blasted onto the scene whilst others have 
faded away.  In all this time there has been one constant, Royal 
Racing.
 
We work with the fastest downhill riders; past, present and 
future to ensure that our race gear looks, feels and rides the 
way it should.  As we approach our second decade, Royal is 
worn by the current Men’s UCI World Cup Dowhill Champion 
and Women’s 2010 World Champion, testament to Royal 
Racing.  We win – FACT.

Race 2012//
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Race
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race pant

race pant
A race pant with development input from the fastest DH and 4X riders on the planet
- Unique pedal friendly tailored fit
- Sonic Perf 450D body fabric
- Four way stretch flex zones front and rear
- Dual adjustable hook and loop waist adjustment tabs, with soft hip crush zone
- Full moisture wicking quick dry mesh lining
- Pre-curved and padded knee panels
- Laser cut and bonded rear venting
- Lower back/coccyx embossed padded panel
- Dual hollow pop snap waist closure
- Slim stretch lower leg for ergonomic performance

Molten Lava Red

Danube Blue

Ash

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL
MOLTEN LAVA RED 1002-02 510 520 530 540 545
DANUBE BLUE 1002-03 510 520 530 540 545
ASH 1002-08 510 520 530 540 545
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race short

race short
A race short with development input from the fastest DH and 4X riders on the planet
- Unique pedal friendly tailored fit
- Sonic Perf 450D body fabric
- Four way stretch flex zones front and rear
- Dual adjustable hook and loop waist adjustment tabs, with soft hip crush zone
- Full moisture wicking quick dry mesh lining
- Laser cut and bonded rear venting
- Lower back/coccyx embossed padded panel
- Dual hollow pop snap waist closure

Molten Lava Red

Danube Blue

Ash

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL
MOLTEN LAVA RED 2005-02 510 520 530 540 545
DANUBE BLUE 2005-03 510 520 530 540 545
ASH 2005-08 510 520 530 540 545
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race jersey
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race jersey

race jersey
Great venting, tailored fit developed with input from the fastest DH and 4X riders on the planet 
utilizing our Grid Flow performance polyester fabric
- Weightless sublimated no fade graphics
- Strategically positioned wrap around air venting
- Low profile Leatt compatible neck construction with rear expanding panel
- Side of body and pit venting panels
- Sponge padded forearm panels
- Micro Lycra taped stretch cuffs

Molten Lava Red

Danube Blue

Ash

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
MOLTEN LAVA RED 0009-02 510 520 530 540 545 550
DANUBE BLUE 0009-03 510 520 530 540 545 550
ASH 0009-08 510 520 530 540 545 550



 

Racing Life.
I have been following the circus for many years!  I call it the “Circus” because I feel like we are a 
traveling family, each week we turn up in random ski resorts, set up our pits for the weekend’s 
racing and go about our business as usual.  It’s usual for us but I guess looking from outside 
there is nothing usual about it.  Our bikes get constant attention from not only my personal 
mechanic, Ricky Bobby, but also from the various sponsors we have to support us.  It could be 
over at the Sram truck for the afternoon to get the suspension dialled in for the new track,  or 
just to get the full factory Black Box components shined up and looking good for the cameras.

Then it’s down to us to learn the track; the roots, the rocks, the ruts and the trees.  We know 
each and everyone one of them when it comes to the full tilt race run.  This is my part in the 
whole thing, but the stuff that people don’t see, or even think about, are the people that help 
us achieve our goals. My mechanic, team manager and all my sponsors and - of course - my 
family. It means so much to me when I do well and know I have given all these guys something 
back -  to thank them for their part in my success.  I get a huge buzz out of hearing the start 
beeps, the crowd cheering and the feeling of pressure and nerves in the start hut, the over-
whelming feeling of winning is the pinnacle on top of all this.  That’s what keeps me coming 
back and wanting more!!
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Steve Peat 2012//
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Steve Peat
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Sp247 pant

Sp247 pant
The SP247 range has been developed along with our Race series by Royal athletes, for 
competitive gravity riders
- Unique pedal friendly tailored fit
- 600D Cordura body fabric
- Screen printed graphics
- Two zipped vented hand pockets
- Four way stretch flex zones front and rear
- Full moisture wicking quick dry mesh lining
- Lower back/coccyx embossed padded panel
- Ratchet adjustable closure waist band

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL
BLACK 1003-05 510 520 530 540 545
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Sp247 Short

Sp247 short
The SP247 range has been developed along with our Race series by Royal athletes, for 
competitive gravity riders
- Unique pedal friendly tailored fit
- 600D Cordura body fabric
- Screen printed graphics
- Two zipped vented hand pockets
- Four way stretch flex zones front and rear
- Full moisture wicking quick dry mesh lining
- Lower back/coccyx embossed padded panel
- Ratchet adjustable closure waist band

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL
BLACK 2006-05 510 520 530 540 545
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sp247 jersey
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sp247 jersey

sp247 jersey
The SP247 range has been developed along with our Race series by Royal athletes, for 
competitive gravity riders
- 100% polyester fabrics with weightless sublimated no fade graphics
- Low profile Leatt compatible neck construction with expanding panel
- Side of body and pit venting panels
- Flat no scratch rear neck label
- Micro Lycra taped stretch cuffs

Molten Lava Red/Black

Ash/Black

Blaze Yellow/Black

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
BLAZE YELLOW/BLACK 0010-01 510 520 530 540 545 550
MOLTEN LAVA RED/BLACK 0010-02 510 520 530 540 545 550
ASH/BLACK 0010-08 510 520 530 540 545 550
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rain jacket
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rain jacket

rain jacket
Transparent rain jacket ideal for wet race weekends
- Clear material keeps you team jersey visible
- A light weight water proof jacket
- Vented mesh back and under arm panels
- Screen printed Royal logos on back, arms and chest
- Lycra cuffs and waist
- Velcro zip cover
- Refective rear detail

COLOURS CODES: S M L XL
CLEAR 4000-00 520 530 540 545
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Gloves
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Any elite sportsman knows how important contact points are.  That’s 
where you meet the machine and the machine meets the ground.  For a 
mountain biker, ‘the feel of your hands on the handlebars’ is one of the 
most important contact points.

This is why our gloves are engineered rather than made.  Attention to 
details from fabric cuts to closure mechanisms are essential to give you, 
the rider, the ultimate comfort, protection and feedback.

Gloves 2012//
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2011 has been a… dream…year so far.  I think I knew 
it was going to be good when …I got that cool rainbow 
jersey to wear… but the highlight so far has to be…
winning my 5th World Cup at Fort William... Every race is 
different but I try to… enjoy myself…………. at any race 
weekend.  Aaron is a… great... team mate.  I'm always 
impressed by… his relaxed nature… but what people 
might not know is… that he is missing two front teeth... 
and what really… happens… is when he… races he 
leaves them in the pits !!
 
My mechanic is… Sander… and the one thing I have 
to make sure he does is... cut all my mud tyre spikes… 
but the thing he never does is... cut all of them !…
 
Racing is… the best job ever… but travelling sucks... 
and it really annoys me when … I am sweating before I 
have even got on the plane…
 
Finally I wouldn't be here if it wasn't for… my brother 
and family who have supported me from the start…  and 
a big shout out to… James my boyfriend for putting up 
with my crazy racing lifestyle… and my advice to you is 
never… give…up… but always… have a dream and you 
will achieve it.

Tracy Moseley
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Aaron Gwin

2011 has been a... great year so far.  I think 
I knew it was going to be good when... I 
didn’t die after all that peddling in South Africa 
but the highlight so far has to be... winning in 
Windham...  Every race is different but I try to... 
have fun at any race weekend.  Tracy is an... 
awesome team mate.  I’m always impressed 
by... her professionalism... but what people 
might not know is... she’s super funny... and 
what really... made me laugh is how she... 
mowed a whole salad in one bite at dinner last 
night.. Go girl!..
 
My mechanic is... ‘The Man’... and the one 
thing I have to make sure he does is... give me 
a fist bump before I drop in... but the thing he 
never does is... eat salad!
 
Racing is... the raddest... but traveling can 
suck... sometimes and it really annoys me how I 
can’t sleep on planes, someday I’ll get it.
 
Finally I wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for... The 
good Lord  and a big shout out to.. my parents, 
friends, and sponsors and my advice to you is 
to never... use this many “and’s” in a sentence but 
always... close your eyes and pin it when in doubt!
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neo-glove
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neo-glove

neo-glove
All round, all-mountain, all season glove with neoprene padding and tailored fit
- Embossed Neoprene knuckles and cuff with roll over fingertips
- Micro Fibre absorbent thumb wipe panel
- Single layer palm with heel patch
- Hook and loop wrist closure tab
- Power mesh fourchettes 
- Lycra finger expander flex zones
- Direct inject logos

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
BLACK/WHITE 3009-05 007 008 009 010 011 012
BLAZE YELLOW/ASH 3009-01 007 008 009 010 011 012
ASH/DANUBE BLUE 3009-08 007 008 009 010 011 012

Blaze Yellow/Ash

Ash/Danube Blue

Black/White
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blast glove
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blast glove

blast glove
Top spec Clarino palm this is the glove choice of World Champions
- 0.8mm Clarino perforated palm
- Sponge mesh and Spandura back of hand fabrics
- 2/2 mesh back of hand slash vents
- Micro fibre thumb wipe
- 2/2 mesh fourchettes
- Sticky silicon print finger tips
- Low profile direct inject logos 
- Low profile cuff with TPR moulded tab
- Direct inject pull tab on palm

Molten Lava Red

White

Black

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
WHITE 3001-00 007 008 009 010 011 012
BLACK 3001-05 007 008 009 010 011 012
MOLTEN LAVA RED 3001-22 007 008 009 010 011 012
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Signature glove

Signature glove
Ultra lightweight super thin glove to give maximum trail feedback, a second skin glove…less 
is more
- Ultra thin and light 2.2 polyester mesh back of hand
- Weightless sublimated graphic
- Low profile slip on Neoprene cuff with expander v panel
- Micro direct inject logo on Pinstripe model
- 0.5mm digital Clarino palm
- Micro fibre thumb wipe
- 2/2 mesh fourchettes
- Sticky silicon print finger tip

Molten Lava Red

Danube Blue

Ash

Black/Ash

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
MOLTEN LAVA RED 3007-02 007 008 009 010 011 012
DANUBE BLUE 3007-03 007 008 009 010 011 012
ASH 3007-08 007 008 009 010 011 012
BLACK/ASH PINSTRIPE 3007-05 007 008 009 010 011 012
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victory glove

victory glove
The classic MTB glove; stylish, comfortable and built to take the knocks 
- 3D mesh back of hand fabric
- Micro fibre thumb wipe
- 2/2 mesh forrcettes
- Sticky silicon print finger tips
- Direct inject pull tab on palm
- 0.8mm Royal custom specced synthetic leather palm

Molten Lava Red/White

Black/White

Danube Blue/White

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
BLACK/WHITE 3004-05 007 008 009 010 011 012
MOLTEN LAVA RED/WHITE 3004-22 007 008 009 010 011 012
DANUBE BLUE/WHITE 3004-33 007 008 009 010 011 012
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Crown glove

Crown glove
A glove with the performance that outperforms its price by a long stretch
- Spandura back of hand fabrics
- Micro fibre thumb wipe
- 2/2 Mesh forrcettes
- Sticky silicon print finger tips
- Direct inject pull tab on palm
- 0.8mm Royal custom specced synthetic leather palm

Danube Blue/Black

Black/Ash

Molten Lava Red/White

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
MOLTEN LAVA RED/WHITE 3006-02 007 008 009 010 011 012
DANUBE BLUE/BLACK 3006-03 007 008 009 010 011 012
BLACK/ASH 3006-05 007 008 009 010 011 012
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mercury glove
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mercury glove

mercury glove
A glove to keep your hands warm but not too hot, whilst retaining maximum feel on bar and 
brakes 
- 0.8mm Rema synthetic leather palm
- Wind and showerproof back of hand 
- Micro fibre thumb wipe
- Sticky silicon print finger tips
- Low profile logos 
- Low profile cuff with TPR tab
- Direct inject pull tab on palm

COLOURS CODES: XS S M L XL XXL
BLACK 3005-05 007 008 009 010 011 012
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S0cks

short sock

crew sock

COLOURS CODES: S/M L/XL
BLACK (3 PK) 6000-05 520 530

COLOURS CODES: S/M L/XL
BLACK (3 PK) 6001-05 520 530
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aftercare and cleaning guide

Handle with
care

Soap Dodging...

Washing Guide, Jargon Buster...

Washing guide for breathable garments...

Jersey Care...

Disclaimer...

These days most garments are made from man-made fibres that are made up from millions upon millions of tiny little drinking 
straws all woven together. This creates the light, flexible and durable fabric needed to create high performance clothing.  To prolong 
the life of man made fibres never get them too hot and avoid chemicals (such as bleach) as both will make the fibres brittle and 
weaken their performance.

So our washing instructions are recommendations to prolong the life of your Royal Racing garment, making sure it keeps all the 
characteristics that made you buy it in the first place.

Also, most man-made fabrics that can be dyed and therefore can also be stained.  If your garment becomes stained by mud, 
oil, or even blood, try to avoid using bleach.  Rubbing detergent directly onto the stain prior to washing will normally do the trick.  
Washing your garment at a higher temperature may also be detrimental to its performance.

Breathable garments require a little bit of extra care.  The ‘breathe-ability’ is thanks to a thin layered membrane laminated or 
bonded onto the outer fabric.  This bond can be weakened by excessive heat or bleach.  This in turn will cause the garment to 
blister as the membrane becomes detached from the outer fabric reducing both the breathe-ability and the weatherproofing.

The actual membrane is quite delicate, as it needs to be extremely thin to allow movement and keep the garment light.  Bleaches 
and heat can cause the membrane itself to deteriorate, again reducing the overall performance of the garment.

We recommend NIK WAX tech-wash or Grangers as these are the choice of most specialist performance clothing manufacturers.  
Using these washing products will lengthen the lifespan of your garment.

All polyester hates Velcro.  Velcro will tug at the microscopic fibres creating fluffy loops or bobbles on the surface.  Stretching the 
garment may sometimes help to pull the ‘bobbles’ back in but for the best wear try to keep your jerseys away from Velcro.

Most of our jerseys are gas dyed and can get stained during normal use with oil, mud and/or blood.  Rub detergent into the 
offending stains prior to washing to get the best results.

It’s a muddy sport and you’re going to get dirty, no one really wants to look box fresh anyhow.
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100% Polyester Wicking,135g/m2 (new light-weight fabric)

In line with our environmental strategy we have added ‘Repreve’ to our  fabric line up. Reprive is made from recycled plastic bottles and used in our ‘Membrane Series’ 
Reprive has a moisture management system that will keep you cool or warm depending on the temperature. It also features an anti microbial function to help keep you 
fresh.

How does it work? Well all those bottles plastics you send to the recycle centre eventually get distributed to different manufacturers, one of them being the Repreve 
fabric mill. It;s chopped ground, melted and reformulated. After this process you are left with a plastic Repreve chip. This is then extruded and textured to make rolls of 
polyester yarn.

Typically there are 9 process steps in making a polyester yarn from crude oil. With Repreve there are Just 3 as we cut out all the initial stages of making the yarn 
directly from Crude Oil such as 
- Crude oil wellhead
- Crude oil refinary
- Naptha
- Xylenes
- Paraxylenes
- Terephthalic Acid and Mono Ethylene Glycol

- For every 1lb of Repreve Poly Yarn, 50,000BTU’s are conserved, equivelant to 0.4 gallons of gasoline.
- Reduces energy consumption and conserves petroleum-based resources by offsetting the need to produce virgin synthetic fibers, providing a reprieve for our planet.
- Verified by U Trust, Unique Fiberprint, Unifo and also certified by various 3rd parties such as Oeko-Tex and SCS

50% Poly 50% Bamboo

Kinetic bamboo is our bamboo charcoal fabric offering
great moisture transfer and anti bacterial properties
whilst helping keep body temperatures regulated.
styles that use this in the ranges are the MW365 jersey.

100% Poly knit 210g/y,nylon span square mesh,quick dry

Our high end performance fabric for jerseys, breathable and quick drying 
performance when you need it. it’s snag resistant and durable. Ideal for 
long days out in the saddle. this fabric is featured on our turbulance jersey.

100%Poly 600D PU coating 2 times

Cordura 600d is featured on our SP247 pants and shorts,
great on the colder days and still holds up its 
bombproof reputation and durablilty.

100%Poly 450D PU coating 2 times+sublimation +supersonic

Sonic perforated cordura 450  is featured on the race
pant and shorts keeping the short light whilst anti fray
perforated holes help keep you cool whilst maintaining
the fabric’s great durability and functionality.

100%Poly 600D PU coating 2 times with supersonic hole

Sonic perforated cordura is featured on the Drift shorts
anti fray perforated holes help keep you cool whilst
maintaining it’s great durability and functionality.

100% Polyester

Performance fabric that excels at keeping the body
temperature regulated. Its lightweight characteristics
and technical grid face help pull moisture away from
the body whilst still being durable. A perfect fabric for
our Race and Epic XC jerseys.

95% Poly 5% Spandura

Featured on our performance orientated shorts, jerseys and the membrane series two way mesh offers excellent ventilation  and anti bacterial functionality keeping you cool 
and fresh. Material can be aligned to offer stretch only in the desired direction.
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100% Poly CPH

A ripstop polyester fabric used on the hex short this is our short fabric that like the general issue jersey fabric offers the best value to performance ratio. Its durable with a ripstop 
construction, lightweight, so lightweight that it would suit the long distance rides in the heat of summer.

100% Poly 215g

This is our polyester jersey fabric used on all the ride jerseys. This fabric offers the best value to performance ratio for the rider who wants a great jersey at an affordable price. Its 
durable and lightweight and incredible value for money.

100% Poly Twill

Our mid priced fabric that offers lightweight, fast drying action whilst providing a durable construction and soft brushed hand feel.
this fabric is featured on our matrix short.

Thats right 4 way is better than a three way!  this fabric series is used for our high end all mountain and trail short styles. Mainly due to the amount of pedalling the wearer has 
to do either to get up in to the alpine areas of the mountain to scope big lines or ripping it up lower down the mountain in the forests on a 50km epic trail ride.

87%Poly,13%Span  205g

This is our mid weight 4 way stretch for general trail riding.

87%Poly,13%Span  205g

This is our light weight  performance fabric 4 way stretch with dwr coating, the shorts that get this fabric are the lightweight epic ride shorts for the guys that go out all day 
in the heat or rain and pedal all day long.

87%Poly,13%Span  250g DWR

87%Poly,13%Span  250g

This is our most durable pedal friendly hard hitting performance fabric 4 way stretch and also available with dwr coating on certain styles, the shorts that get this fabric are 
the high end All Mountain/ Big Mountain ride shorts for the guys that go out all day in the mountain and hit booters, drop cliffs and shred berms, spending the day picking 
out big lines. There also great for everything else, the do it all fabric with no compromise.
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165G/M2 100% Poly 30D+poly 75F, breathable/Waterproof 5000/5000

This is 5000 dpi waterproof and 5000 mvp breathability
also great for storms and winter riding but at a
more affordable price and can be found on the cutter
shirt style.

100%Poly 330D taslon pd,wr,10k/10k Hipa coating

This is 10000 dpi waterproof and 10000 mvp breathability 
perfect for those big storms on the mountain and
winter riding. This fabric is featured on our matrix
storm jacket.

100%Nylon water resistant

This our general issue offering in the canopy fabric line, this is a thin 
packable fabric that is used on our hexlite style. It packs up small and is 
lightweight so ideal for packing in your hydration pack and having as a 
backup on those wet spring days.

100%Polyester spandex dewspo +100%Polyester polar fleece saure
(Bonding),320g/m2 wr,breathable/ Waterproof 5000/5000

Same features as our canopy 10/10 but with a fleece back
in a grid pattern allowing for excellent breathability
and warmth whilst keeping you dry. This fabric has a 4
way stretch soft shell facing so reduces the rustle of
fabric. A great fabric for on and off the bike and is
featured on the alpine jacket.

Our canopy series keeps you dry whatever climate you find yourself in from high mountain heavy downpours and storm conditions to april 
showers.We offer a range of waterproof ratings in our alpine: matrix: no name: cutter styles.
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Our canopy series keeps you dry whatever climate you find yourself in from high mountain heavy downpours and storm conditions to april 
showers.We offer a range of waterproof ratings in our alpine: matrix: no name: cutter styles.

Four and a half years in development S.Cafe is now 
available from Royal. Utilizing a patented process S.Cafe 
recycles the remains of coffee granules. This is then 
processed to create a technical composite fibre.
This fibre is made into a yarn, the yarn is then woven 
into fabric. It is the roasting of the coffee bean which 
gives coffee its wonderful aroma and S.Cafe it’s key 
properties.

What does it mean from a function perspective?

Fast Drying:
As moisture is generated by the body, S.Cafe diffuses it and rapidly wicks it away from the 
body into the atmosphere.

Odour Control:
Nano sized coffee granules are permanently embedded in the fibre. These coffee 
particles absorb the odour, which are then released when the clothing is next washed.

UV Protection:
Natural UV protection is provided by the particles that refract and diffuse the suns rays.

Eco-Friendly:
S.Cafe technology utilises recycled coffee grounds that otherwise would have gone to the 
landfill, expanding the lifecycle of coffee and giving the waste a value

S.Cafe is produced at Singtex  a world leader in technical fabric development and 
production, Singtex surpasses the ‘blue sign’ independent standard of the textile industry 
dedicated to reduce the environmental impact caused by waste and emissions and the 
reduction of resource usage. 

S. Café was the sole winner of the Taiwan Excellence Award in the textile Industry

S. Café is featured in our Royal Java Shot and Royal Java Trail jerseys.

fast drying

UV protection

Eco-Friendly

odor control

This is used on all our base layer Membrane Series compression fit styles and currently comes in two versions.

80%Nylon.20%span,F/D T-way 270gMembrane

We offer our power stretch poly spandex on all our membrane pieces offering superb fit, comfort and feel. A lightweight fabric this is used in our warm weather Membrane Series 
styles.

80%Nylon.20%span,F/D T-way 270gMembrane

Our Membrane Minus Advanced fabric is the same as our Membrane fabric but features a brushed backing to keep the chill off it also features a water repellancy and quick dry 
function to keep you moving and protected in the worst conditions.

Pro Chamois
The Pro Chamois  is our high end pad for the experienced rider who 
wants less padding giving them a more responsive feel on the bike. It 
features 8mm thick perforated antibacterial foam with an antibacterial, 
breathable, brushed top layer . It features our multistep foam construc-
tion with dual densities which allows us to place the right thickness and 
density of foam where it matters whilst still maintaining a thin pad. These 
are featured in our Esquire short liner and Membrane series.

The G.I Chamois  is our entry level pad for the rider who wants that little 
extra padding. It features 10mm thick perforated antibacterial foam with 
an antibacterial, breathable, brushed top layer of fabric that is bonded to 
the inner foam. These are featured in our Hex-Lite and Matrix short liners.
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CLOUDBURST
PHANTOM
BLACKWHITEASHBLACK

BLAZE 
YELLOW

BLUE 
DANUBE

MOLTEN 
LAVE RED

S

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

CIRCULAR HOLLOW SNAPSCUSTOM TRIMS ON STYLESLAZER ETCHED SNAPSSONIC PERF CORDURACUSTOM TAPE ZIPPER PULLS

HEAT TRANSFERS LYCRA AND MESH NECKS TPR DETAILING WOVEN LABEL TRIMS TECHNICAL FABRICS EXTRA LARGE HOODS SILICON WAIST GRIPPER

REVERSE TAPE ZIPPERSZIPPER GARAGESWATERPROOF ZIPPERSWATERPROOF DWR FABRIC

WATERPROOF INNER LINER TPR VENT DETAILING WATERPROOF POCKET LINERS AUDIO CABLE ROUTING ADJUSTABLE TPR CLOSURES
TRIPLE NEEDLE STITCHED       
AND BARTACKED GEL CUBE POCKET

CUSTOM AGLETS AND 
EYELETS SILICONE GRIPPER

60 DUROMETER
ZIPPER PULLS

HIGH QUALITY SUBLIMATION STRATEGIC VENT PLACEMENT

FEATURES, FUNCTIONS and colours



 

friends

Size-guide

hand measurements//gloves

body measurements//clothing

* Waist: Measure around waist just below with your navel.
* Chest: Measure around the fullest part of the chest, just under arms.

* Hand: Measure around the fullest part of the hand, around knuckle area.

Thanks to: Bobby Bingo, Davie Boy, Peaty, Tav Capewell, Risky, Nick Bayliss, Kathy Sessler/ Santa 
Cruz Syndicate, SP Syndicate, Patron, Moo, Lisa, Andy Lloyd, Tibor Simai, Ann, Jason Schippers, 
Cunny, Eddie Cole, Roger Gauvin, Cherry, Macy G, DOR, Blood Sweat and Tears, Matt Yeo, Mr Lolo, 
Stacey, Treena, Carolyn Fuentes, Rhoda Roff, AJ Steffani, Dex, M and A Solicitors.co.uk, Dunc, Gary 
Wolff/Team Maxxis, Fraser, Urge Helmets, Jim Roff, Chris Akrigg, Everett Lee, Rowan Sorrell, Sabrina 
Jonnier, Oggy, Trek World Racing, SS, Jina, Hao, Tasha, Mirren, Dave Jaquin, Mark Weir, Garett 
Buehler, Fox Racing Shox, Steve Li/ Provoke Studios, J.L.E, Paul Stevens, Cam McCrae/ NSMB
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